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Featured Application: The SERS active substrates developed in this study have great potential in
areas such as medicine, food safety, and biotechnology.

Abstract: We propose a facile method to produce micro/nano hierarchical surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) active substrates using simple steps and inexpensive costs. The proposed SERS
substrate is a silicon pyramid array covered by a nanostructured gold film (AuNS @ SiPA). Through
finite element method (FEM) simulation, we showed that many strong local electric field enhancements
(hot spots) were formed between the nano-gap of gold nanostructures. In addition, the micron-scale
pyramid structure not only increases the sensing surface area of the sensor, but also helps trap light.
By combining these micro and nano structures, the proposed micro/nano hierarchical SERS sensor
exhibited high sensitivity. Experimental results confirmed that the AuNS @ SiPA substrate has high
sensitivity. The SERS signal enhancement factor obtained from the Rhodamine 6G (R6G) probe
molecules was as high as 1 × 107 and the SERS substrates were found to be able to detect a very low
concentration of 0.01 nM malachite green (MG) solution. Therefore, this study provides a novel and
practical method for fabricating SERS substrates that can facilitate the use of SERS in medicine, food
safety, and biotechnology.

Keywords: SERS; surface-enhanced Raman scattering; gold nanostructure; micro/nano hierarchical;
micro-pyramid array; malachite green; MG

1. Introduction

Malachite green is often illegally used in aquaculture to prevent aquatic animals from being
infected by parasites, fungi, and protozoa [1]. According to the results of animal experiments, malachite
green can poison the liver of experimental animals, cause anemia and hyperthyroidism, and cause lung
adenomas of experimental rats [2]. In order to avoid the harm of malachite green to human health,
malachite green is prohibited from being used for aquaculture animals in the United States, and the
UK [3]. According to the “Standards for Residues of Animal Drugs” of the Department of Health
and Welfare, the residue of malachite green in aquatic products is “not allowed to be detected”. The
European Commission requires that detection methods be able to determine the sum of MG at the
minimum performance limit of 2 ng/g (approximately 5.5 nM) [4]. The detection of malachite green
residues is usually carried out at a sophisticated Laboratory using expensive equipments, such as liquid
chromatography visible detection (LC-VIS) for routine screening and liquid chromatography mass
spectrometry (LC-MS) for residue confirmation [1]. It is a time consuming and expensive process. There
is a need for high throughput and cost-effective methods for screening these aquaculture products.
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Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) technology has the potential to provide a very fast and
sensitive method of detecting chemicals and biomolecules. It can be a solution for this unmet need.

The 3D microstructure of the SERS substrate has a significant impact on the SERS signal. Studies
have shown that the SERS signal can be enhanced by changing the 2D planar substrate into a
3D microstructure substrate, for example, silicon nanowire [5], and pyramid structure [6–9]. This
microstructured SERS substrate has a large surface area, therefore increases the number of effective
hot spots, and further enhances the sensitivity of the SERS signal [10]. The microstructured silicon
pyramid is particularly interesting one. Pyramid microstructure has been used in solar cells to improve
the conversion efficiency of solar cells through its light trapping effect [11–13]. Due to its low process
threshold and cost-effective performance, this is the most mature production process in the photovoltaic
industry for decades. An anisotropic wet chemical etch is typically utilized to form a micro-sized
pyramidal structure as a light-harvesting structure using different etch rates of silicon crystals at <100>

and <111> surfaces [14]. It has been shown that a randomly sized pyramid array surface can have
better light-harvesting efficiency and therefore a better absorption coefficient than planar and single
sized pyramid array surfaces [15]. In some SERS studies [7–9], It has been proven that the Si pyramids
can increase the amount of the hot spots by providing large surface area and create strong local electric
field [9]. However, substrates with only 3D microstructures are not sufficient to generate strong SERS
signals, and studies have shown that strong local surface plasmons (SERS hot spots) occur at the
nano-gaps between noble metal nanostructures [9,10]. Therefore, it is preferred that the SERS substrate
can have both micron and nanostructures, which will greatly increase the SERS signal strength.

In this study, we provide a facile method to produce SERS active substrates using simple steps
and inexpensive costs. We use wet etching to create a pyramid-shaped large structure on a silicon
wafer and then use the electrochemical process to create gold nanostructures on the pyramid surface.
In previous studies, electrochemical surface treatment was mostly used to roughening the surface
of bulk gold or bulk silver materials [16,17]. In this study, we applied the electrochemical oxidation
and reduction cycles to the gold thin film on the silicon micro-pyramid array, which leads to atomic
restructuring of the gold thin film surface. We studied the surface metal dissolution/redeposition effect
of the electrochemical treatment to the gold thin film on the micro-pyramid array silicon substrate, and
find a method to optimize the electrochemical treatment and maximized surface area of the gold thin
film on the micro-pyramid array silicon substrate. We observed the electrochemical redox cycle curves
and SERS signal of substrates, and found the relationship between electrochemical oxidation peaks
and SERS signal strength. From the relationship between electrochemical oxidation peaks and SERS
signal intensity, we obtained the best electrochemical treatment cycles for SERS substrate preparation.
In addition, by combining the micro-pyramid array and gold nanostructure on the pyramid surface,
this micro/nano hierarchical structured SERS substrate can greatly enhance the Raman signal. The
SERS enhancement effect is tested with a low concentration of Rhodamine 6G (R6G). Finally, we
applied SERS substrates prepared by optimized electrochemical parameters to the detection of R6G
and malachite green solutions. The results show that the substrate has high sensitivity and can measure
very low concentrations of R6G and malachite green.

2. Methodology and Experiments

2.1. Fabrication of the Silicon Micro-Pyramid Structures

To fabricate silicon micro-pyramid structures, we first cleaned the silicon wafer with ethanol and
acetone. The silicon wafer was then etched at 85 ◦C for 40 min in a mixed solution of NaOH (1.8 wt%),
water and isopropyl alcohol (IPA, 5 vol%). During the NaOH etching, the etching solution was stirred
using a magnetic stirrer, and the rotational speed of the magnetic stirring was set to 200 rpm. After
etching, the wafer was rinsed with deionized water and dried with nitrogen.
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2.2. Fabrication of the Hierarchical Micro/Nanostructure

To create a hierarchical micro/nanostructure, a gold thin film with a thickness of 100 nm was first
deposited on micro-pyramids using a dc magnetron sputtering system (Cressington 108 Sputter Coater).
The wafer with the gold film deposited was diced into 15 × 15 mm chips before the electrochemical
treatment. The chip was then attached to a glass slide and wire connected as shown in Figure 1c. The
conductive wire was covered with silicone to prevent reaction with electrolyte. The chip (working
electrode) was then immersed in the KCL solution along with a counter electrode (platinum) and a
reference electrode (Ag/AgCl). The sample was then electrochemically treated by applied oxidation
and reduction cycles to form the nanostructure on the surface of the gold thin film. The electrochemical
treatment was performed by using a VidaBio VS1 electrochemical potentiostat with a voltage sweep
range of −800 mV to 800 mV, voltage sweep rate: 50 mV/s, oxidation and Reduction cycles from 1 to 15
cycles in a KCL solution with a concentration of 0.2 mol/L. The micro-pyramids combined with the
nanostructured gold thin film formed the hierarchical micro/nanostructure. The fabrication process of
the described micro/nano hierarchical structure is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The fabrication process of the described micro/nano hierarchical structure. (a) The silicon
wafer was wet etched in a mixed solution of NaOH, water, and isopropyl alcohol. (b) Depositing a gold
thin film on the micro-pyramid array using a sputtering system. (c) Attach the chip to a slide before
electrochemical treatment. (d) The sample was treated with electrochemical oxidation and reduction
cycles to create nanostructures on the surface of the gold thin film.

2.3. Experiments

The surface morphology of the fabricated SERS substrate was investigated by using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM, JSM-7800F, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and an atomic force microscope
(AFM, Bruker Dimension Icon, Bruker Corporation, Billerica, USA). The SERS performances of
fabricated substrates were tested with R6G and malachite green solutions. Five microliters of different
concentrations of R6G aqueous solution and malachite green solution were separately dropped onto
the prepared SERS substrates and allowed to dry at room temperature for Raman spectroscopy
measurements. SERS spectra were measured by a microscope Raman spectrometer (Nanofinder 30,
Tokyo Instruments, Tokyo, Japan) under excitation of a 632.8 nm HeNe laser, wherein the effective
power of the laser source was set to 0.1 mW. The diameter of the focused laser spot on the surface of
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the sample was approximately 2 µm, and the integration time per measurement was 10 s. The SERS
substrate performance was then characterized by calculating the SERS enhancement factor.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of the Developed Substrates

The SEM image showed in Figure 2a is the anisotropic wet etched silicon micro-pyramid array
structure. From the image, one can also see that the produced micro-pyramid array is a randomly
sized pyramid array surface. This feature may be an advantage, as mentioned in [15], a random-sized
pyramid array surface can have better light collection efficiency than a planar and single-sized pyramid
array surface over a wide wavelength range. The average spacing between the micro-pyramids is
about 2.8 µm, and the average width of the micro-pyramids at the base is about 1.4 µm. The AFM
image in Figure 2b indicates that the average height of these micro-pyramids is about 2 µm.
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Figure 2. (a) The SEM image of pyramid microstructure formed by anisotropic wet etching. (b) The
pyramid size measured by an atomic force microscope (AFM), the overall pyramid average height is 2
µm, and the average spacing is 2.8 µm.

A gold film with a thickness of 100 µm was then deposited on the micro-pyramid array by
sputtering and then electrochemical treated to form nanoparticles on the gold film surface. The size of
these nanoparticles was controlled by electrochemical redox cycles. Figure 3a–d show SEM images of
these gold nanoparticles with different electrochemical redox cycles of 0, 5, 10, and 15, respectively.

As can be seen from these figures, the morphology of the gold film on the surface of the
micro-pyramid structure after electrochemical treatment clearly shows the formation of many tiny
nano-grain structures. It can be seen that the longer the duration, the larger the diameter of these
nanoparticles. In the first 10 redox cycles, the diameter of these nanoparticles has relatively faster
increasement, and the nanoparticles become larger and larger. After 10 redox cycles, the nanoparticles’
changes are not obvious. However, if too many redox cycles are performed, the gold film will become
too thin and expose the silicon pyramid (as shown in Figure 4).
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Figure 3. (a) The gold film morphology on the surface of the micro-pyramid structure before
electrochemical treatment, the surface is relatively smooth (compared with the electrochemically treated
surface). (b) The gold film morphology after 5 redox cycles. (c) The gold film morphology after 10
redox cycles. (d) The gold film morphology after 15 redox cycles.
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Figure 4. The gold film on the surface of the pyramid is oxidized and corroded. After too many
oxidization-reduction cycles, the gold film became too thin and exposed the pyramid.
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Figure 3c,d shows that the diameter of the nanoparticles is about 20 nm when the redox cycle is
10–15 cycles. The gap between the nanoparticles is in the range of a few nanometers and is suitable for
producing many intense hot spots. Therefore, it is very helpful to enhance the SERS effect. Figure 4
shows that when the redox cycle was set to 30 cycles, the gold film became too thin and exposed the
underlying pyramid.

When the gold film on the surface of the pyramid is subjected to cyclic voltammetry redox
scanning, the gold on the surface is first oxidized into the solution and then reduced to the surface of
the gold film. During this process, the gold surface is granulated to form many gold nano-gaps. In
the experiment, we repeated the cyclic voltammetry redox scanning cycle multiple times. Figure 5
shows the cyclic voltammetry curves from the 1st scan to the 15th scan cycle in a 0.2 M KCl solution at
a scan rate of 50 mV s−1. The position of the blue arrow in the figure shows the position where the
oxidation peak occurs, which is about 530 mV. The oxidation peak currents were further plotted against
the scanning cycles in Figure 6. As can be seen from Figures 5 and 6, when the number of scanning
cycles increased, the peak current of the oxidation also increased. When it reaches a certain amount
of cycles (in this case around 10 cycles), the oxidation peaks reach a plateau state. The change in the
microscopic surface area of the electrode produced by the oxidation-reduction cycles is proportional
to the oxidation peak, as Daubinger and Netzahualcóyotl mentioned in [18,19]. Therefore, a higher
oxidation peak indicates that more nanostructures were produced on the electrode surface during the
oxidation-reduction scanning process.
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 Figure 5. The cyclic voltammetry curves from the 1st scan to the 15th scan cycle at a sweeping rate of
50 mV s−1 in the 0.2 M KCl solution. Each cycle curve was plotted in a different line style for clarity.
The position of the blue arrow in the figure shows the position where the oxidation peak occurs, which
is about 530 mV. We can see from the figure that the oxidation peak current increases with the number
of scanning cycles. However, the increment gradually reduces, and its increment was quite limited
after the number of scanning cycles exceeded 10.
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SERS measurements of substrates electrochemically treated with different oxidation-reduction
cycles were conducted for comparison. From the SERS spectra of 1 µM R6G solution measured by
substrates with different oxidation-reduction cycle times (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14, respectively), the
SERS characteristic peak intensity of R6G at 1510 cm−1 increase rapidly in the first few cycles and
reach a plateau after 10 cycles (as shown in Figure 7). It has the same tendency as the oxidation peak
of the redox curve shown in Figure 6. This is because higher oxidation peaks indicate more reaction
surface area, which means more nanostructures were created. More nanostructures not only have a
larger reaction area but also produce higher density SERS hot spots and lead to higher SERS intensities.
Therefore, the optimal number of oxidation-reduction cycles can be determined by monitoring the
oxidation-reduction plots. Once it reaches a plateau state, it means the optimal oxidation-reduction
cycles for SERS enhancement has been reached.
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Figure 7. It shows the surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) experiments results of 1 µM
Rhodamine 6 (R6G) solution measured by SERS chips with different oxidation-reduction cycles (0, 2, 4,
6, 8, 10, 12, and 14, respectively). It can be seen that in the first few cycles, the intensity of the SERS
characteristic peak of R6G at 1510 cm−1 increased rapidly and reached a plateau after 10 cycles.
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Another note worth mentioning is that the peak current of the reduction is less than the peak
oxidation current, which means that the redox process is irreversible. Therefore, the gold film on the
surface of the pyramid is gradually oxidized and dissolved. This will cause the gold film on the surface
of the pyramid to gradually decrease. This is why too many redox scan cycles can cause the gold film
to become too thin and expose the underlying pyramid (as shown in Figure 4). Therefore, we need to
carefully monitor the oxidation-reduction curves and stop the oxidation-reduction process once the
oxidation peak reaches a plateau.

3.2. Simulations

Simulations were performed to further understand the effects of gold nanoparticles decorated
micro-pyramid array substrate. We calculated the local electric field of the gold nanoparticles decorated
micro-pyramid structure using a commercial the finite element method (FEM) software (COMSOL
Multiphysics). We set the diameter of gold nanoparticles to 20 nm and pitch between nanoparticles to 22
nm. Figure 8 shows a cross-sectional view of the electric field distribution between two micro-pyramids
with an incident light wavelength of 633 nm. In this figure, the normalized electric field represents the
ratio between the electric field excited by the local surface plasmon resonance and the background
electric field. We can clearly see that a strong electric field is formed around gold nanoparticles,
especially between nanoparticles. V-shaped caves formed between the pyramids can also help to
enhance the electric field by concentrating the input of light energy. This micro/nano hierarchical
structured substrate helps to form many strong hot spots. Since the SERS enhancement effect is
proportional to the fourth power of the local electric field intensity [20], these hot spots have a very
good enhancement effect on the SERS signal.
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Figure 8. A cross-sectional view of the electric field distribution between two micro-pyramids with
an incident light wavelength of 633 nm. In this figure, the normalized electric field represents the
ratio between the electric Field excited by the local surface plasmon resonance and the background
electric field.

3.3. SERS Measurements

Figure 9 shows the SERS spectra of R6G solutions with concentrations of 1 × 10−6 M, 1 × 10−7

M, 1 × 10−8 M, and 1 × 10−9 M, respectively, using our SERS substrate with 10 oxidation-reduction
cycles. The Raman band assignments of the main peaks for R6G were given in Figure 9. Even at a low
concentration of 1 nM, characteristic peaks of R6G at 607, 765, 1176, 1304, 1355, 1503, and 1640 cm−1

were clearly observed from these spectra. These spectra indicate that our SERS substrates have a good
enhancement factor.
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Figure 9. Shows the SERS spectra of R6G solutions with concentrations of 1 × 10−6 M, 1 × 10−7 M, 1 ×
10−8 M, and 1 × 10−9 M, respectively, using our SERS substrate with 10 oxidation-reduction cycles.

We used the following well-established formula [21] to estimate the enhancement factor (EF)
value of R6G:

EF = (ISERS/Ibulk)/(Nbulk/NSERS) (1)

where ISERS is the vibrational intensity of the SERS of the R6G molecule at 1510 cm−1, and Ibulk is the
vibrational intensity of the normal Raman spectrum of the R6G molecule at 1510 cm−1. NSERS is the
number of molecules irradiated by laser spots under SERS, and Nbulk is the number of molecules of the
bulk sample irradiated by laser spots under normal Raman condition. The EF was calculated to be
about 1 × 107, which is quite good for a gold-based SERS substrate [21,22]. This result is assuming the
SERS substrate is densely packed with R6G molecules after immersed in 10−6 M R6G solution for 12 h.
However, the R6G is likely to cover the substrate at a lower density. Therefore, the SERS enhancement
factor calculated here is the lower limits.

The developed SERS substrates were also tested with low concentration malachite green solution.
Figure 10 shows measured SERS spectra for malachite green concentrations ranging from 0.01 nM to
10 nM on SERS substrates. The Raman characteristic peaks of malachite green at 1620 cm−1, 1370 cm−1,
1175 cm−1, 916 cm−1, and 802 cm−1 are in-plane C–C stretching vibration of the ring, overlapping effect
of in-plane N–phenyl stretching vibration and in-plane C–C stretching vibration, in-plane aromatic
C–H vibration, ring-breathing, and out-of-plane phenyl–H bending, respectively. These characteristic
peaks of malachite green are clearly observed from the spectra. According to the result, the SERS
substrates were found to be able to detect a low concentration of 0.01 nM malachite green solution,
which is very close to the finding in previous studies [23,24]. The enhancement factors for different
concentrations of malachite green were also calculated. The Raman characteristic peak values of
malachite green at 1370 cm−1 acquired from Figure 10 were used to calculate the enhancement factors
for different concentrations of malachite green. The resulting enhancement factors for concentrations
of 10 nM, 1 nM, 0.1 nM, and 0.01 nM malachite green are 1.21 × 107, 1.49 × 107, 7.81 × 107, and 4.05 ×
108, respectively. It can be seen that when the concentration of the MG solution to be measured is lower
than 1 nM, as the concentration decreases, the enhancement factor (or sensitivity) of the developed
chip becomes larger, rather than a constant value.
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Figure 10. The figure shows measured SERS spectra for malachite green concentrations ranging from 
0.01 nM to 10 nM on SERS substrates. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have presented a facile method for synthesizing hierarchical 
micro/nanostructured SERS active substrates using simple steps and inexpensive costs. The SERS 
active substrates were fabricated through wet etching to create a pyramid-shaped large structure on 
a silicon wafer and then used electrochemical treatments to create gold nanostructure on the pyramid 
surface. From the relationship between electrochemical oxidation peaks and SERS signal intensity, 
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that many strong hot spots can be formed between the nano-gap of gold nanostructures. According 
to the SERS experiments, the micro/nano hierarchical structured SERS substrate showed a strong 
SERS enhancement factor up to 1 × 107. The developed SERS substrates were further applied to the 
detection of malachite green solutions. The results showed that the substrate has high sensitivity and 
can measure very low concentrations of malachite green (0.01 nM), indicating its practical application 
potential in food contamination detection. Therefore, the developed SERS active substrate is highly 
promising for use in rapid chemical and biomolecular detection applications, including medicine, 
food safety, and biotechnology. 
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4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have presented a facile method for synthesizing hierarchical
micro/nanostructured SERS active substrates using simple steps and inexpensive costs. The SERS
active substrates were fabricated through wet etching to create a pyramid-shaped large structure on a
silicon wafer and then used electrochemical treatments to create gold nanostructure on the pyramid
surface. From the relationship between electrochemical oxidation peaks and SERS signal intensity,
we optimized the electrochemical treatment for SERS substrate preparation. Simulation has shown
that many strong hot spots can be formed between the nano-gap of gold nanostructures. According
to the SERS experiments, the micro/nano hierarchical structured SERS substrate showed a strong
SERS enhancement factor up to 1 × 107. The developed SERS substrates were further applied to the
detection of malachite green solutions. The results showed that the substrate has high sensitivity and
can measure very low concentrations of malachite green (0.01 nM), indicating its practical application
potential in food contamination detection. Therefore, the developed SERS active substrate is highly
promising for use in rapid chemical and biomolecular detection applications, including medicine, food
safety, and biotechnology.
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